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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s start. Title is radiation pressure noise experiment in Hannover. Hannover is the city in the north part of Germany. GEO600 site is near Hannover. 



0.Abstract
Radiation pressure noise measurement 

with extremely light 
but translucent

 
mechanical oscillator

New topology : Michelson-Sagnac
 

interferometer

Theoretical outlines
Current status of experiment
Future work
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This is abstract. I would like to introduce our trial; radiation pressure noise measurement with extremely light but translucent mechanical oscillator. We proposed new interferometer topology, Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. The theoretical outline, status of experiment, and future work will be shown. 
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This is the contents. The first section is introduction. I will report the theoretical outlines and current status of experiment. At last, I will talk the future work and summary.




1.Introduction
Interferometric

 
gravitational wave detector

Current : First generation (LIGO,VIRGO,GEO,TAMA,CLIO)
Future

 
: Second generation 

(Advanced LIGO
 

and VIRGO, LCGT)
Third generation (Einstein Telescope)

Quantum
 

noise
Shot noise : Phase fluctuation
Radiation pressure noise : Amplitude

 
fluctuation
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The first section is introduction. As you know, the first generation interferometric gravitational wave detectors are operated. But, the sensitivity is not enough high to detect the gravitational wave so often. So, now, the design and R&D for second and third generation interferometer are in progress. In such a project, the sensitivity is limited by quantum noise, shot noise and radiation pressure noise. Shot noise is the quantum phase fluctuation. Radiation pressure noise is the back action of quantum amplitude to mirror. 
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1. Introduction
Radiation pressure noise (1)

http://spacefiles.blogspot.com

Photons come at random
(amplitude fluctuation).

Back action of photon is also at random.
→ Radiation pressure noise
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Since photon has momentum, it can move object via collision. This figure shows the space ship which gets the momentum from light of Sun. The mirror of interferometer reflects the light. The light applies the force on the mirror. This force fluctuates because of quantum amplitude fluctuation. This is the radiation pressure noise. 
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1. Introduction
Radiation pressure noise 

Vacuum
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Advanced LIGO
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This is an example of the future detector sensitivity. This is the advanced LIGO sensitivity. In this frequency region, the order of 10 Hz, the radiation pressure noise dominates. 
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SQL is a fundamental limit for conventional
 

interferometer.

shot noise

quantum
 radiation pressure noise

standard quantum limit

quantum noise with 
100x increased laserpower

P~

1
~


P

m~

1. Introduction
Standard Quantum Limit 

Nobody observed radiation pressure noise !
[Standard Quantum

 

Limit

 

(SQL) <

 

Quantum noise]

Large
 

radiation 
pressure noise

High laser power 
Light

 
mass
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The summation of shot noise and radiation pressure noise has lower limit; Standard Quantum Limit. This is the limit of sensitivity derived from quantum mechanics. This graph explains SQL. At first, the sensitivity is here. This line is shot noise, this line is radiation pressure noise. If the light power increases, shot noise goes down, and radiation pressure noise goes up. So, quantum noise never goes over this line, standard quantum limit. But, recently, some methods to beat SQL for future gravitational wave detector are proposed and investigated. Of course, in these investigations, the interferometer with quantum noise is necessary. But, nobody has already observed the radiation pressure noise. In order to make radiation pressure noise larger, we need high power light or light mass.        
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1. Introduction
Sizes of oscillators

T.J. Kippenberg and K. J. Vahala, 
Science 321 (2008) 1172

Resonant frequency

Effective Mass

Hz

MHz

kg

pg
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OK, so we must look for the light mass. This slide show the many size of the oscillator. Smaller oscillator has higher resonant frequency. Anyway, we choose this oscillator, SiN membrane. 
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Mechanical properties

frame:                 7,52

 

mm2

 

x 200 µm
Area: 1,5 mm x 1,5 mm
Thickness: 75 nm 
Effective mass: ~

 

100 ng
Resonant frequency:   ~

 

73 kHz

1. Introduction
Membrane (Si3 N4 in frame)

J.D. Thompson et al., 
Nature 452 (2008) 72-76.
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Recently, the SiN membrane attracts attention as mechanical oscillator. The mass of this membrane is extremely light because it has only around 100 nm thickness. The mass is the order of 100 ng. 
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GEO600 LIGO3 Adv. 
LIGO3

Sakata1 Goßler2 Corbitt3 Ours4

meff. 1 kg 2,5 kg 10 kg 23 mg 0,5g 1 g 50 ng

P [kW] 10 10 830 1,2 0,003 20 0,06

P/m [kW/kg] 10 4 83 52*103 6 20*103 1,2*109

P/m [kW/kg] 3 1,3 2,9 48000 110 4500 5*109

1 N. Mavalvala, Elba conference (2008)
2 C.M. Mow-Lowry et al., Journal of Physics:Congerence Series 32 362-367 (2006)
3 T. Corbitt, Elba conference (2008)
4 J.D. Thompson et al., Nature 452 72-76 (2008)

1. Introduction
compare different approaches
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This is the summary of radiation pressure noise in several experiments. This value is proportional to radiation pressure noise. So, our radiation pressure noise is much larger than that in other experiments. 
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Mechanical properties

frame:                 7,52

 

mm2

 

x 200 µm
Area: 1,5 mm x 1,5 mm
Thickness: 75 nm 
Effective mass: ~

 

100 ng
Resonant frequency:   ~

 

73 kHz

Optical properties

Power Reflectance:    ~ 33% 
Absorption: ≤

 

150 ppm
Flatness:

 

1 nm?
Micro roughness:    0,2 nm?
Scattering:

 

→ 0

1. Introduction
Membrane (Si3 N4 in frame)

J.D. Thompson et al., 
Nature 452 (2008) 72-76.
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The disadvantage of SiN membrane is the  reflectivity is not high. The radiation pressure noise is proportional to the power reflectance of membrane. As one of ideas to recover this disadvantage, we propose the new interferometer topology: Sagnac-Michelson interferometer. 



1. Introduction 
Michelson-Sagnac interferometer(1)
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Membrane

From laser source

Beam
splitter

Steering 
mirror

Steering 
mirror
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Figure shows that configuration of Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. At first, Sagnac interferometer which consists of a beam splitter and two steering mirrors is constructed. At second, the membrane is inserted on the optical path of a Sagnac interferometer. 



1. Introduction 
Michelson-Sagnac interferometer(2)
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Sagnac mode

Michelson mode

Anti 
symmetric 
port (no light of Sagnac mode)

Symmetric 
port

Membrane position 
is adjusted to keep 
this port dark. 
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The light transmitted by the membrane is called Sagnac mode in this talk. This figure shows the Sagnac mode. The light goes along the optical path clockwise or counterclockwise and back beam splitter. The recombined Sagnac mode light goes to symmetric port, never anti-symmetric port. Because this beam and this beam always interfere with each other destructively. The light reflected by membrane consists of Michelson modes. This figure shows the Michelson mode. The light goes to membrane, is reflected, and goes back beam splitter. Michelson mode light is recombined at beam splitter. A part of Michelson mode light goes into anti-symmetric port. This intensity depends on the position of the membrane. In usual case, the anti-symmetric port is kept dark in order to minimize shot noise. 
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1. Introduction 
Michelson-Sagnac interferometer(3)

Steering 
mirror

Steering 
mirror

Membrane

Beam
splitter

Laser source

Power 
recycling
mirror

Signal recycling mirror

Recycling
 

techniques are useful 
even if the membrane

 
reflectance

 
is low.
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This Michelson-Sagnac interferometer is compatible with power and signal recycling. If we adopt the power or signal recycling, radiation pressure noise can be enhanced. I would like to introduce the interesting features of Michelson-Sagnac interferometer, for example, quantum noise and so on, and recent experiment progress. 




2. Theoretical outlines

Two differences from simple Michelson

(1)Radiation pressure noise on membrane
(2)Node of Sagnac mode

and goal sensitivity 
and standard quantum limit.
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The next section is theoretical outline of Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. Of course, this interferometer is similar to that simple Michelson interferometer. But, there are differences. I will report the three differences. 




2. Theoretical outlines 
Radiation pressure noise on membrane
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Membrane

InterferenceInterference

Conclusion : Radiation pressure noise is 
proportional to power reflectance of membrane. 
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The first one is radiation pressure on membrane. If the reflectance of membrane is perfect, the calculation to evaluate radiation pressure noise is the same as that of Michelson interferometer. We must only take the back action of reflectance into account. In this figure, the all light which goes along this solid arrow comes back along this arrow. But, in our case, the membrane can transmit the light. We must consider transmitted light. We must also consider this solid arrow. Moreover, our membrane is in the Sagnac interferometer. In short, the laser beams go to the both side of membrane. In this figure, membrane gets the two beams these solid and dashed arrow. We can easily find there is the interference between the transmitted and reflected light. O.K., we must take it into account. But, fortunately, the result is simple. The radiation pressure is proportional to power reflectance. 




2. Theoretical outlines 
Node of Sagnac mode

Sagnac mode : Clockwise and counterclockwise beams
There is interference

 
between them.

Standing wave

Nodes
 

and anti nodes 

Anti symmetric port is dark.

Membrane must be on node or anti-node.

We prefer membrane on node because of  absorption. 
17
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The second feature is node of Sagnac mode. The clockwise light of Sagnac mode interferers  counterclockwise Sagnac mode. So, on this optical path, there is standing wave of Sagnac mode. It implies that there are many nodes and anti nodes. Since the anti symmetric port is dark, the membrane must be on the anti node or node. Of course, we prefer node because the absorption of light is small. 




2. Theoretical outlines 
Goal sensitivity 
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Temperature:

 

1 K
Q:

 

107

Effective Mass:

 

125 ng
Power at BS:

 

400 W
Resonance:

 

75 kHz

Radiation pressure noise is 
2

 

and 3

 

times larger

 

than 
shot noise and thermal 
noise.

Option
Signal recycling
99% amplitude reflectance
Power at BS : several W
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Frequency[kHz]

Shot noise
Quantum noise
Thermal noise

Without
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So, I would like to show the goal sensitivity of our experiment. In this graph, the signal recycling is not adopted. The power at the beam splitter is 400 W. This blue line is the quantum noise. This yellow line is the contribution of shot noise. This green line is the thermal noise of membrane at 1K. In this case, the radiation pressure noise is 2 times or 3times larger than the shot noise and thermal noise. Of course, we can adopt the signal recycling to reduce the power at beam splitter. If the power reflectance of signal recycling mirror is 99%, the signal recycling gain is 20. So, power at beam splitter is about 1 W. It must be noted that the resonant frequency reduces owing to optical spring effect, from 75 kHz to 50 kHz. 




2. Theoretical outlines 
Standart Quantum Limit (SQL)

SQL of Michelson-Sagnac interferometer (one
 

membrane)

SQL of Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer (four
 

mirrors)

SQL of simple Michelson interferometer (two
 

mirrors)

H : Mechanical responce of one
 

oscillator
Our conjucture :  SQL depends on number of mirrors

 
(n).
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We must note that the standard quantum limit of Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. This is the SQL of Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. H means the mechanical response of oscillator. In fact, this is the half of that of Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer. And, it is square root 2 times smaller than that of simple Michelson interferometer. This difference stems from the number of mirror. In our interferometer, there is only one membrane. Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer has four mirrors. Simpler Michelson has two mirrors. Since H shows the mechanical response of only one oscillator, the SQL is proportional to the square root of number of mirror. This is our conjecture. 




3. Current status 
Membrane (Si3 N4 in frame)
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Mechanical properties

frame:                 7.52

 

mm2

 

x 200 µm
Area: 1.5 mm x 1.5 mm
Thickness: 75 nm 
Effective mass: ~ 100 ng
Resonant frequency:   ~ 73 kHz
Q:

 

~ 1.3 x 106

Optical properties

Power reflectance:      ~ 33% 
Absorption: ≤

 

150 ppm
Flatness:

 

1 nm?
Micro roughness:    0,2 nm?
Scattering:

 

→ 0
J.D. Thompson et al., 
Nature 452 (2008) 72-76.

1 mm
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The next section is the current status of the experiment. At first, I show the details of the membrane. The mass of this membrane is extremely light (around 100 ng) because it has only around 100 nm thickness. The area is 1.5 mm times 1.5 mm. The frame is made from silicon. The size of frame is 7.5 mm times 7.5 mm.  




3. Current status 
Resonant frequencies of membrane
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Fundamental 
mode (73kHz)
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We measured the mechanical response and resonant frequencies. Here is the result. This is the fundamental mode, about 70 kHz. 
 




3. Current status 
Resonant frequencies of membrane
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Difference between theory and measurement (~1%)
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We can easily calculate the ratio of the higher resonant modes to the fundamental one. The calculated value is consistent with measured one. The error is at most 1%.




75 nm

1,5 m
m
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• Thermoelastic damping
→ Estimation: Q ~ 5 x 107

• Residual gas damping
→ Vacuum (~ 10-6

 

mbar)

3. Current status 
Q-values of membrane

• Recoil loss
→ Estimation: Q > 107

• Bulk loss
→ Unknown

• Loss on surface
→ Unknown

• Our measurement: Q ~ 1.3 x106 @ 300 K 
• Measurement of other group:

 
Q ~ 1 x107     @ 0.3 K

B.M. Zwickl et al., Applied Physics Letters 92(2008)103125.

Time [sec]

Pressure [mbar]
Q

Measurement
Theory

10-6

200 µm

75 nm
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We also measured Q-values. Residual gas damping is possible dissipation source. We investigate how Q depends on the air pressure. Result is that 10^(-6) mbar is too low pressure to affect the membrane. We also evaluate recoil loss. When membrane vibrates, the frame also vibrates as like this double oscillator. This implies that frame loss contaminate measurement of Q of membrane. But, since membrane is light, this effect is small. We calculated the thermoelastic damping. We do not know bulk and surface loss. Anyway, we measured Q. We excited the resonant motion and measured decay time. This is a typical example. This value is about 10^6. So, recoil loss and thermoelastic damping is too small to explain the measured Q value. The other group measured Q at around 1K. They said that Q is 10^7



3. Current status 
Reflectance of membrane

Membrane
as etalon
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The membrane is as like etalon. So, the reflectance depends on the incident angle. We measured the incident angle dependence of reflectance. Here is result. These are p and s polarized light. The measured values, these markers, are consistent with the theory, these lines. 




3. Current status 
Michelson-Sagnac interferometer
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Without
 

power 
and signal recycling

Nd:YAG laser EOM
Mode cleaner

Photo
detector

Vacuum tank
(10-6

 

mbar)

Photo detector
(signal of 
membrane motion)

Membrane
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OK, so, we constructed the Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. Since this is the first stage of experiment, there is no any recycling. This is the laser source. The light passes through the Faraday isolator, EOM, and mode cleaner. A part of light is picked up to stabilize the frequency and intensity. This light goes into vacuum chamber. The light is divided by beam splitter. A part of light is transmitted by membrane and goes along the optical path clockwise or counter clock wises. This is the Sagnac mode. The other part is reflected by the membrane. This is the Michelson mode. This photo detector observes the intensity at anti-symmetric port. 
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3. Current status 
Optical table

Laser source

Mode 
cleaner

Periscope

Vacuum tank
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3. Current status 
Michelson-Sagnac interferometer

Beam splitter

Membrane 
holder Steering 

mirror

Steering 
mirror

From laser
source
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3. Current status 
Inside vacuum tank

Membrane 
holder

Steering 
mirror

Steering 
mirror

Beam 
splitter

From laser
source

Anti
symmetic
port
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3. Current status 
Membrane holder

Stage
PZT with hole

Membrane frame

Membrane
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3. Current status 
Calibration

Calibration 
(photo detector output vs. displacement of membrane) 
is possible

 
as like simple

 
Michelson

 
interferometer.

Membrane displacement [nm]
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] Measured fringe
Fitting value

Measured results agree with fitting.

Quater 
of wavelength
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We can observe of displacement of membrane using photo detector at anti symmetric port. 
This is the output of the photo detector at anti-symmetric port. This horizontal axis is the position of the membrane. The measured intensity follows the theory. We can calibrate the output of interferometer as like usual Michelson interferometer. Since the splitting ratio of beam splitter is not fifty, the height of peak is not equal. But, the minimum power is enough small.  
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3. Current status 
Measured power spectrum

On resonance : 
Thermal noise

Off resonance : 
Intensity noise
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This graph shows the noise of Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. We can easily find the peak of resonance. This is the thermal noise. But, the background is not thermal noise. Of course, it is not radiation pressure noise. This is the laser intensity noise. This is about 3 times 10^(-15)m/rtHz. 






4. Future work
(1)

 
Reduction of noise 

(to observe off resonance thermal
 

noise)
Laser stabilization
Output mode cleaner

(2) Power and signal recycling

(3) Observation of radiation pressure noise
Cryogenic apparatus (about 1K

 
: 3He

 
evacuation)

Suspension 
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The next section is future plan. At first, we must reduce noise. So, we will try laser stabilization and install output mode cleaner. The next step is to observe optical spring. We need the power or signal recycling. At last, we hope observation of radiation pressure noise. We must cool the membrane in order to reduce thermal noise. Now, the design of cryostat apparatus is progress. Our cryostat will have 3He evacuation system. Target temperature is 1 K. We also need suspension. 




5. Summary
Radiation pressure noise measurement 

with extremely light but translucent
 

membrane
New topology : Michelson-Sagnac interferometer

Theoretical outlines
Nodes of Sagnac mode, Goal sensitivity 
Conjecture about Standard Quantum Limit           

Current status of experiment
Mechanical and optical properties of membrane
Operation without power and signal recycling      
Current sensitivity

 
(3*10-15

 

m/rtHz)
Future work

Cryogenic apparatus and so on       
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So, I summarize my talk. Our goal is measurement of radiation pressure noise with extremely light, but, translucent membrane. In order to recover this disadvantage, we propose the new interferometer topology; Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. I showed some interesting theoretical outlines, goal sensitivity, optical spring without cavity, conjecture about SQL. We have already investigated mechanical and optical properties of membrane. Michelson-Sagnac interferometer without power and signal recycling was operated. Sensitivity is 3 times 10^(-15) m/rtHz. This is not so good. So, we have many future work, cryogenic apparatus and so on. 
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That’s all. Thank you for your attention.
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vacuum system
to reach < 10-6 mbar

actual pressure
in experiment:
1.5·10-7

 

mbar

backing pump pressure:
10-1

 

mbar, not good enough
to use ducted

 

vacuum
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Q-measurement
actual status of the table

laser preparation

membrane

periscopes
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• many unknown values
• had no verification for Harris results

→ designed very sturdy mount

recent results:

it should be sufficient to conserve Q

 

of the 
small frame to be not limited!!!

we will design a smaller mount for 
further experiment

recoil loss
energy transfer to membraneholder limits Q

osc

sup

sup

osc1-
sup

1-
osc

1
osc QQQ

recoil 


m
m
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Q-measurement
actual readout scheme

• 106

 

periods per ringdowntime!

→ use lock in amplifier
(variable filters)

our lock-in amp. is too slow!

→ mixer shifts signal to some kHz

0f  
periodper  energyloss
energy contained totalQ 

ringdown time:
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Q-measurement
actual readout scheme

106

 

periods per ringdowntime!

→ mix signal down
(shift to lower freq.)

Lock-in amp. is too slow!

→

 

second mixer for some kHz
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nonlinearity of the oscillation
comparison of our results to Harris`

Harris et al. APL 92, (2008)our results
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locking scheme for PR-cavity
using Pound Drever Hall signal

• michelson acts as mirror

• membrane-position
dependent reflectivity
(and phase)
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locking scheme for Michelson interferometer
using Schnupp asymmetry

• need different armlength

• IFO reflecting carrier
• IFO partly transmitting sidebands

• errorsignal in transmission

problems:

• need to preserve contrast

• small asymmety

• high modulation frequency
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outlook
further techniques

•

 

dual recycling

•

 

frequency stabilisation
with reference cavity

•

 

suspended interferometer
to isolate from seismic motion
(like Tokyo-

 

group)
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Kryostat
Reduzierung thermischen Rauschens

Mehrstufiges Konzept (Zwiebelschalenmodell):
→ Interferometer durch 4He gekühlt
→ Membran darüber hinaus durch 3He gekühlt

Kryostat verursacht „Erschütterungen“
→ Seismische Entkopplung des Interferometers

2. Stufe 4 K

1. Stufe 40 K

Interferometer ~ 5 K

~ 0,4 K
Membran

3. Stufe 0,3 K

0. Stufe 300 K Thermisches Rauschen erfordert Kühlung
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Erwartete Empfindlichkeit
für kryogene Temperaturen

→ Schrotrauschen:   Faktor 2
→ therm. Rauschen: Faktor 3

Temperatur:

 

1 K
Güte:

 

107

Effektive Masse:

 

125ng
Leistung:

 

400 W
Resonanz:

 

50 kHz
(optische Feder)

Weitere Option: 
• Signal Recycling 
(nur gegen Schrotrauschen)
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Große Überschrift
kleine Überschrift

Text
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2. Theoretical outlines

Three differences from simple Michelson

(1)Radiation pressure noise on membrane
(2)Node of Sagnac mode
(3)Optical spring 

54
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Optical spring (without
 

cavity) : Light acts as spring.
Radiation pressure on membrane depends on its position.
Radiation pressure changes 

resonant frequency of membrane.  

2. Theoretical outlines 
Optical spring (1)

55

InterferenceInterference

Membrane

Shift
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Phase of Michelson
 

mode : Shift 
Sign of shift on right

 
side is opposite

 
to that on left

 
side. 

Phase of Sagnac
 

mode : No shift

2. Theoretical outlines 
Optical spring (2)

Left side of membrane

Sagnac

Michelson

Right side of membrane

Shift 
by membrane

Shift 
by membrane

Michelson

Sagnac
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2. Theoretical outlines 
Optical spring (3)

Interference: Constructive
 

(larger
 

power) on right
 

side
Destructive

 
(smaller

 
power) on left

 
side

Radiation pressure on right
 

side becomes larger.
(Optical spring effect)

Sagnac

Michelson

Shift 
by membrane

Shift 
by membrane

Michelson

Sagnac

Left side of membrane Right side of membrane
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2. Theoretical outlines 
Goal sensitivity 
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Temperature:

 

1 K
Q:

 

107

Effective Mass:

 

125 ng
Power at BS:

 

400 W
Resonance:

 

75 kHz
(with

 

optical spring)
Resonance:

 

50 kHz
(without

 

optical spring)

Shot noise:   Factor 2
Thermal noise: Factor 3
Option
Signal Recycling
99% power reflectance
Power at BS :  about 1W
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